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5 star
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Inspiring, Avant-garde, Sophisticated. Grand Boutique and Spa
Nagari Hotel 5* has been designed combining style and
comfort with all the services that every ﬁve star hotel requires.
Opened in 2010, Gran Nagari Hotel devotes much of its
facilities to use and enjoy the Spa and other amenities
designed to the welfare and revitalization of all guests.
Nagari HEALTH & SPA
An oasis of calm and beauty
Nagari Health & Spa is a true health and beauty sanctuary
located in the heart of Vigo, with 2 ﬂoors for serenity, harmony
and well being of body and mind. Set in exotic Asia, each piece
has been carefully selected for your body and mind to enjoy
the luxury and comfort.
Prepare for an intense journey through diﬀerent cultures and
therapies in the world, capturing the beneﬁts of Ayurveda
India, Japan Shiatsu secret formula, Chinas energy Bamboo
Reeds, Indonesia we have brought pindas aromatic
With 750 m2 distributed between the 1st ﬂoor and attic, in this
magical place you will ﬁnd the Skyline swimming pool with
pools and sea views, a personal training center platforms
Power Plate, a complete circuit of saunas, solarium, cabins of
beauty treatments or a tub of sensory stimulation exclusive
The Sieste in a special and unique in the world to experience
an indescribable feeling of weightlessness.
Skyline NAGARI
Without any doubt, Nagari Skyline is the most exclusive and
impressive component of the Hotel. It is located on the top
ﬂoor of the building, almost makes the customer touch the
sky while enjoying a pleasant naturalized water circuit.
It has cervical jets, swan necks, volcanoes that rise from the
bottom, bubble beds that work the entire back of the body and
cross-current jets.
Besides, this fantastic circuit has two heated Jacuzzis one
covered and one uncovered, and a solarium. The cover is
telescopic, opens or closes in a few seconds depending on
weather conditions. Other amenities include a cafeteria
available to customers while enjoying the circuit.
Skyline AT NIGHT
At night, the pool becomes a modern Skyline terrace bar,
oﬀering a new perspective of the city. As intimate, in Skyline
Bar you can enjoy the best cocktails accompanied by an
exclusive selection of chill out music. The breathtaking views
over the Ria de Vigo complete the picture.
This lounge bar is open to the public of the city. It is also
available to surprise your guests if you arrange an exclusive
private party.
DINING
Alameda XXI
Discover the ﬂavors of our restaurant.
Modern and elegant, every detail of Alameda Restaurant has
been carefully chosen XXI to create a warm and cosy,
experience in a great location for successful staging of a high
quality service.
Its Menu brings together tradition and innovation, allowing you
to convert the pleasure of eating experiences in the discovery
of pure, authentic recipes through the unmatched quality
ingredients.
Alameda Restaurant XXI is constantly being updated through
its Culinary Calendar which will taste the best dishes exploiting
the raw materials of each season.
The ﬂavors, aromas and textures of its dishes are
accompanied by an extensive wine and spirits with more than
200 national and international references. It also has an
outdoor terrace.
Manhattan Wine & Lounge
Informal meal
This new concept bar and restaurant brings a touch of class to
the hotel, printing personality and character. Moments
provides for disconnection, a original encounter with the
culture of wine.
It is also a space provided for artisans to taste delicious food
based on high quality products for customers who prefer a
more casual meal. In its menu you will ﬁnd diﬀerent tapas and
kebabs, which are varied and tasty authentic culinary
masterpieces in miniature. It also has large terrace at the Mall
of Vigo.
Singular SPACES
BUSINESS AREA, ideal as a workplace for informal meetings
and individual presentations.
GOLD MASTER SUITE MEETING ROOM : The most private and
exclusive meeting on the 7th ﬂoor of the Hotel.
SKYLINE: Located on the top of the building with wonderful
views of the Cies Islands, where you will arrange original
events in a single place.
The exclusivity of our facilities with cutting-edge designs and
the customization of every service make the Hotel a unique
place to celebrate your event.
Composed of two larger rooms, Gold Master Suite hall,
reserved Corners in Alameda XXI Restaurant, Business Area
and the top of the Hotel, with wonderful views to the Ria de
Vigo, our exclusive Skyline Terrace for your unforgettable
event.
Every detail in our hotel has been prepared to make your
event an unforgettable experience. We oﬀer a wide variety of
services, which have been created exclusively for gastronomic
enjoyment, led by the prestigious Executive chef Bernardo
Esperante.
Reconquista HALL
Meeting room with capacity for 60 people, equipped with
electronical devices and catering service.
Compostela HALL
Meeting room with capacity for 32 people, equipped with
electronical devices and catering service.

General Overview
Country: Spain

Type: City hotel

Region: Galicia

Theme: City Centre Hotels

City: Vigo

Class: 5 star

Style: Urban City Centre Boutique Spa Hotel

Price from: 0 €

Description
Inspiring, Avant-garde, Sophisticated. Grand Boutique and Spa Nagari Hotel 5* has been
designed combining style and comfort with all the services that every five star hotel requires.
Opened in 2010, Gran Nagari Hotel devotes much of its facilities to use and enjoy the Spa and
other amenities designed to the welfare and revitalization of all guests.
Located in a historic building that retains its imposing facade. Now completely renovated insidethe design of each of the spaces marked by lines fused with classical and oriental art avant-garde,
resulting in a framework of eclectic elegance unmatched.
Luxury in detail and personalized service, along with the reception in rooms full of little
attentions, will allow you to experience a unique lifestyle.

Rooms

ROOMS (62 rooms in total)
Types:
Loft PREMIUM
Stylish, eclectic and avant-garde in design, our Loft Premium are completely equipped to satisfy
guests needs. Every member of the hotel works to make you feel at home, making your stay an
unforgettable experience.
Furthermore, in order to surprise the customer in each of his visits, the project includes
decorative atmosphere and colors according to different plants.
Demi Loft SUITE
Wrap yourself in our warm and cosy room Demi Loft Suite, whose distribution, unlike other Loft,
includes a reading area and a desk with fax service and 40-inch TV. Its decorative scheme
includes the same elements as in the Premium Loft rooms and include all the services to make
customers feel at ease.
Available double bed or twin beds, you will enjoy a peaceful break in an elegant and relaxed
atmosphere.
Gold Suite ALAMEDA
White Confort
The contemporary luxury spirit staged in the comfort of quality materials, cutting edge design and
technology in each of the details surrounding this great cosmopolitan world.
The white imposes its unique presence in unique decorative elements, elegant furnishings and
take in the harmony of the large windows with the century-old trees of the Plaza de la Alameda de
Vigo, the noble area of the city.
Silks natural organic materials, technology, luxury and refinement with a special decorative
lighting and acoustic treatment. Calm and luxury.
Silver Master SUITE
Here everything has been harmoniously assembled to stage a vision of luxury and cosmopolitan
elegance.
An endless inventory of materials inspired by nature where light floods the privileged Atlantic
space oriented to the sea.
A stylistic exercise of calm and refinement reminiscent of the spirit that boutique evokes with the
integration of building and contents.
Gold Master SUITE
Noblesse oblige
The noblest material inspires this suite that covers the nuances of luxury in unique pieces.
Natural and noble fabrics, silks, marble A space reserved for calm , the glamour of the unique
and cosmopolitan places with one-off, luxurious pieces. Love for the little details that guarantee
comfort for its occupants.

Gastronomy and what to do

VIGO
The city of Vigo has almost 300.000 inhabitants, the most populous municipality in Galicia.
However, its catchment area includes more than 500.000 people.
Currently the city of Vigo is the main financial engine, industrial and commercial center of
Galicia, without forgetting the important cultural and natural heritage, offering a wide range of
leisure and free time.
Nature is the main attractive point of this city that has a unique environment. The city sits on
slopes that rest at the foot of a beautiful bay, Ria de Vigo.
Vigo has a wide cultural, gastronomic and leisure offer, which complements the beautiful coast
and countryside, dotted with remnants of the past. As Vigo grew attached to the water, it is
natural that the old town is located at the foot of the bay.
WALKING AROUND THE CITY: VIGOS OLD TOWN
Walking down Calle Real, you will find El Berbes, the traditional fishing neighborhood of the
city. This was once a beach where fishermen moored their boats and you can still see the citys
oldest seafaring buildings. We suggest a short walk through ancient Vigo: a one mile route across
the streets of the Old Town, where youll discover that the centre of Vigo hides a past carved in
numerous stone buildings. This route through ancient Vigos architecture will help you
experience the citys history on foot.
Located next to the Port of Vigo, on cruise days the streets of A Pedra are buzzing with tourists
from all over the world. If you like shopping, this is your moment! And if you dont, after a tour of
the market, you can sit somewhere in las Ostras street and delight your taste buds with Vigos
typical dish, oysters washed down with a good white wine known as Albariño.
If you want to see the best views of Vigos estuary, you should go up to the highest point of the
city, O Castro Mountain. If youre interested in archaeology, the lower slope of the mountain
has a Celtic site where you see what life was like in Vigo between the third and first centuries BC.
The walk up to O Castro is not easy, but the reward is unbeatable. On the way there, youll see
gigantic anchors that commemorate the Battle of Rande. You can have a snack admiring the views
of the city, discover its sports areas where you can skate or watch your children play in the
playgrounds. But O Castros real treasure is within the walls of its fortress, where youll find O
Castro castle, its gardens and spectacular viewpoint. Its a must see and free of charge!
Lodging

Nagari HEALTH & SPA
An oasis of calm and beauty
Nagari Health & Spa is a true health and beauty sanctuary located in the heart of Vigo, with 2 floors for serenity, harmony and well being
of body and mind. Set in exotic Asia, each piece has been carefully selected for your body and mind to enjoy the luxury and comfort.
Prepare for an intense journey through different cultures and therapies in the world, capturing the benefits of Ayurveda India, Japan
Shiatsu secret formula, Chinas energy Bamboo Reeds, Indonesia we have brought pindas aromatic
With 750 m2 distributed between the 1st floor and attic, in this magical place you will find the Skyline swimming pool with pools and sea
views, a personal training center platforms Power Plate, a complete circuit of saunas, solarium, cabins of beauty treatments or a tub of
sensory stimulation exclusive The Sieste in a special and unique in the world to experience an indescribable feeling of weightlessness.
Skyline NAGARI
Without any doubt, Nagari Skyline is the most exclusive and impressive component of the Hotel. It is located on the top floor of the
building, almost makes the customer touch the sky while enjoying a pleasant naturalized water circuit.
It has cervical jets, swan necks, volcanoes that rise from the bottom, bubble beds that work the entire back of the body and cross-current
jets.
Besides, this fantastic circuit has two heated Jacuzzis one covered and one uncovered, and a solarium. The cover is telescopic, opens or
closes in a few seconds depending on weather conditions. Other amenities include a cafeteria available to customers while enjoying the
circuit.
Skyline AT NIGHT
At night, the pool becomes a modern Skyline terrace bar, offering a new perspective of the city. As intimate, in Skyline Bar you can enjoy
the best cocktails accompanied by an exclusive selection of chill out music. The breathtaking views over the Ria de Vigo complete the
picture.
This lounge bar is open to the public of the city. It is also available to surprise your guests if you arrange an exclusive private party.
DINING
Alameda XXI
Discover the flavors of our restaurant.
Modern and elegant, every detail of Alameda Restaurant has been carefully chosen XXI to create a warm and cosy, experience in a great
location for successful staging of a high quality service.
Its Menu brings together tradition and innovation, allowing you to convert the pleasure of eating experiences in the discovery of pure,
authentic recipes through the unmatched quality ingredients.
Alameda Restaurant XXI is constantly being updated through its Culinary Calendar which will taste the best dishes exploiting the raw
materials of each season.
The flavors, aromas and textures of its dishes are accompanied by an extensive wine and spirits with more than 200 national and
international references. It also has an outdoor terrace.
Manhattan Wine & Lounge
Informal meal
This new concept bar and restaurant brings a touch of class to the hotel, printing personality and character. Moments provides for
disconnection, a original encounter with the culture of wine.
It is also a space provided for artisans to taste delicious food based on high quality products for customers who prefer a more casual
meal. In its menu you will find different tapas and kebabs, which are varied and tasty authentic culinary masterpieces in miniature. It also
has large terrace at the Mall of Vigo.
Singular SPACES
BUSINESS AREA, ideal as a workplace for informal meetings and individual presentations.
GOLD MASTER SUITE MEETING ROOM : The most private and exclusive meeting on the 7th floor of the Hotel.
SKYLINE: Located on the top of the building with wonderful views of the Cies Islands, where you will arrange original events in a single
place.
The exclusivity of our facilities with cutting-edge designs and the customization of every service make the Hotel a unique place to
celebrate your event.
Composed of two larger rooms, Gold Master Suite hall, reserved Corners in Alameda XXI Restaurant, Business Area and the top of the
Hotel, with wonderful views to the Ria de Vigo, our exclusive Skyline Terrace for your unforgettable event.
Every detail in our hotel has been prepared to make your event an unforgettable experience. We offer a wide variety of services, which
have been created exclusively for gastronomic enjoyment, led by the prestigious Executive chef Bernardo Esperante.
Reconquista HALL
Meeting room with capacity for 60 people, equipped with electronical devices and catering service.
Compostela HALL
Meeting room with capacity for 32 people, equipped with electronical devices and catering service.

Add-ons
Tours
Sailing Day Trip to the Cies Islands in a Luxurious Private Yacht
Ribeira Sacra River Valley a Sacred Wine Country
Traditional Tapas and Wine Tour in Vigo´s Old Quarter with a Food Expert
O Rosal Valley a land of Albarino wines alongside the River Mino
Albarino winery and Baiona Coastal Village Tour from Vigo
Galician Coastal Cooking Class and Boat Ride on Vigo Bay
Baiona Old Town Gastronomic Food Walking Tour with a Food Expert
Small Group Foodie Tapas Walking Tour of Vigo
Day Experience on Camino Portuguese Coastal Way with Winery Tour

Location

Reviews

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ jorge escudero (2 February 2018)
I love it

